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Developments in vane sailing 
in As and 36s
Mervyn Cook, winner of the Yachting 
Monthly Cup in 2010 suggests 
directions in which the As and the 36s 
are developing and makes the point 
that vane sailing is by no means an 
outmoded competition. Neither should 
we forget that the Vane Marbleheads 
are attacking the future and they will 
be the subject of a piece in a 
forthcoming edition.

Vane A’s
In the A’s, whereas rigs are quite 
closely controlled compared with the 
36’s, both hulls and rigs continue to 
be the subject of intense development.  
At the 2010 national championship, 
one of the major trophies was won by a 
yacht weighing only 3/4 of the average 
displacement in the fl eet.  Another very 
competitive yacht carried an ultra high-
tech rig, with deep sleeve luffed 
mainsail and jib.  There were two brand 
new designs in the fl eet by a major 
designer, and for next season two more 
new and very unconventional designs 
are already commissioned.  Racing a 
vane A can be quite a physically 
daunting activity, but the pace of 
development in the class guarantees 
continued interest season by season.

� e simpler rules 
of the 36 Class
The simplicity of the 36 class 
rules make it rather easier to try 
out development ideas. Different hull 
forms and displacements can be 
used without falling foul of a complex 
rating controls. The smaller size of the 
yacht also reduces the cost of such 
experimentation.  Again, there are at 
two new and yachts in build, a super 
narrow Mike Dann design and a chined 
boat by David Creed. With regard to 
the rig, apart from the requirement 
to use alloy (or wood) spars, there is 
total lack of restriction.  What better 
invitation could there be for trying out 
new ideas?  High aspect fully battened 
rigs and asymmetric spinnakers have 
been successfully introduced in the 
last few seasons.  Other areas which 

are coming under 
scrutiny include ballast shapes, and 
the vane gear itself.  In the 36’s, new 
ideas are being proved to be race-
effective!  

36s at Gosport
At Gosport there is regular 
club racing for the 36’s, 
as well as a weekly 
practice day in which 
new ideas can be 
tried out.  
The boats are proving 
to be capable of being 
sailed and raced in 
quite extreme 
winds. The club’s vane 
36 fl eet is expanding, 
with new skippers and 
mates. Far from being 
the poor relation in 
the free sailing world, 
the 36 is becoming the 
class where new ideas 
abound, and these are 
delivering improved 
performance, and 
above all fun!
Mervyn Cook

club racing for the 36’s, 

Marvyn Cook’s 36 combines many new 
ideas in a design by Mike Dann 

in his Diversion design.  
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(� e Stollery A vane SHUNT carried a largely 
moulded vane gear - a design for which Roger can make moulds 

available. Ed).
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